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Customer loyalty in the past was people driven



Customer loyalty today is 
technology plus people driven



Samples and Freebies of adjacent products in Cosmetics



   Tajness



  Royal Orchid





Open 
system vs 

closed 
system 
loyalty

One world in Airlines
Co branded credit cards

Redeem only my points





Repeat buyers 
are most 
important



Happy customers 
spend more money, 
more often



68% of Millennials 
want a loyalty program 
in all categories.



Buying vs Discounts

Consumer buys Don’t know whether the 
consumer will repeat this, 
does this set a new lower 
price for the brand

Great situation, 
consumer is loyal and is 
not waiting for discounts

Consumer does not 
buy 

Challenge with the basic 
product offering and value, 
consumer has better 
options

Offer is not good enough 
or brand is not appealing 
enough

Sale is on Sale is not there



Satisfaction Vs Loyalty

Consumer is 
satisfied

Many brands can offer 
similar experience/service, 
nothing binds the 
consumer

Best situation, make 
the process repeatable, 
document the stories, 
tell the story

Consumer is 
dissatisfied

Revamp full program Consumer has no choice

Consumer is  not loyal Consumer is loyal



Some rules for improving customer 
loyalty



1. KYC and personalize the experience





2. Ask customers  to show 
and talk about your 
offering/experience



Art of the Trench



3. Make it 
easy for 

customers to 
be rewarded





4.Get feedback unobtrusively and in a simple way





5. Have a contact to 
speak with, don’t be 
nameless (Indians hate 
IVR)



6. 





7. Social 
listening, social 
footprint



8. Gamification



9. Brand Reputation





10. Be consistent and authentic in every 
interaction. This will need standardization 
plus empowerment



Freebies and discounts buy short term 
sales and not loyalty



Knowing customers better 
and investing in building 
relationships is the answer



Summary


